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Abstract

Efficient view registration with respect to a given 3D re-

construction has many applications like inside-out tracking

in indoor and outdoor environments, and geo-locating im-

ages from large photo collections. We present a fast loca-

tion recognition technique based on structure from motion

point clouds. Vocabulary tree-based indexing of features

directly returns relevant fragments of 3D models instead of

documents from the images database. Additionally, we pro-

pose a compressed 3D scene representation which improves

recognition rates while simultaneously reducing the compu-

tation time and the memory consumption. The design of our

method is based on algorithms that efficiently utilize mod-

ern graphics processing units to deliver real-time perfor-

mance for view registration. We demonstrate the approach

by matching hand-held outdoor videos to known 3D urban

models, and by registering images from online photo collec-

tions to the corresponding landmarks.

1. Introduction

Image-based localization is an active and highly relevant

research topic, e.g. self localization using cell phone cam-

eras is an interesting and important future application for

touristic site identification. Tracking solutions like GPS can

satisfy the demand to some degree in outdoor environments,

but do not work in areas with an occluded sky, downtown

areas and indoor environments. These areas can only be

addressed with image-based solutions given that drift-free

inertial system solutions are economically not feasible.

The demand for image based location recognition has

not been satisfied despite the tremendous progress in im-

age based recognition [15]. Our proposed approach to this

problem leverages the recent progress of 3D scene recon-

struction from images/videos [16, 22, 11] to allow a supe-

rior recognition system. Both research areas have indepen-

dently made enormous progress in the last decade. It is now

Figure 1. Registration of video frames with respect to a sparse 3D

scene, reconstructed by structure from motion techniques.

possible to efficiently build 3D models from large image

collections or videos. Our proposed approach employs the

fact that the obtained 3D models allow to impose stronger

geometric constraints on possible scene views than tradi-

tional image based methods. These geometric constraints

are mostly orthogonal to the image based constraints and

deliver the pose for the query image directly. Accordingly

we can also utilize the significant progress in image based

recognition that occurred over the past decade leading to

near real-time image retrieval from huge databases contain-

ing millions of images. Our proposed approach combines

these two disciplines and uses their state-for-the art tech-

niques to advance location recognition. Unlike previous

methods, we propose to compute a representative set of 3D

point fragments that cover a 3D scene from arbitrary view

points and utilize a vocabulary tree data structure for fast

feature indexing. A subsequent matching approach and ge-

ometric verification directly delivers the pose of the query

image, as shown for instance in Figure 1.

There is significant literature on image based location

recognition [19, 25, 26]. Schindler et al. [20] present a

method for large-scale location recognition based on geo-

tagged video streams and specific trained vocabulary trees.

Self-localization in indoor and smaller-scale environments

using image or video data is also addressed by the visual
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SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) literature.

Ethan and Drummond [4] propose a vocabulary tree-based

approach for real-time loop closing, using a reduced SIFT-

like descriptor containing 16 components and thus a smaller

vocabulary. Combining bag-of-features approaches with

geometric verification to improve the precision of object

recognition is also proposed in [24].

Related work in the augmented reality context in-

cludes [6] and [18]. In particular, our approach is similar to

that of Gordon and Lowe [6], also utilizing structure from

motion point clouds for pose estimation. However, the size

of the employed 3D models in their approach is about two

orders of magnitude smaller, thus a compact 3D representa-

tion as proposed in our approach is not required.

The work by Simon et al. [21] shares algorithmic simi-

larities with the scene compression proposed in this work.

Their method aims on computing a minimal canonical sub-

set of views that best represents a collection of given im-

ages. A greedy method is employed due to the intractabil-

ity of finding the true optimal solution. Our compressed

3D scene representation presented in Section 2.3 encounters

a similar underlying combinatorial problem approximately

solved by a greedy procedure.

2. 3D Scene Representation

This section describes the compact representation of a

3D model (or a set of models) that we use to register new

query images. Naturally, the underlying 3D models are cre-

ated from images using multiple-view vision methods. A

set of images registered to the 3D model is always required

in order to retrieve the necessary image features and asso-

ciated descriptors for the 3D points of the model. Since

we employ point features in the query image, only a sparse

point cloud needs to be maintained for our purpose and we

can omit the costly dense geometry generation.

2.1. Model Reconstruction

Since the main focus of this work is not the reconstruc-

tion aspect, we only briefly describe the steps relevant for

the subsequent processing. In particular we rely on previ-

ous work described in [8]. The approach taken in this work

uses calibrated cameras in order to largely avoid degener-

ate configurations and robustify the reconstruction process.

Further, the resulting sparse models exhibit many more 3D

points than models generated e.g. from uncontrolled image

collections [22, 11], which turns out to be necessary for

higher registration rates.

Our method utilizes the very effective SIFT keypoint de-

tector and descriptor [12] as the primary tool to represent

point features (but is of course not limited to this choice).

Consequently, any 3D point in the resulting sparse model

has a set of associated image features with a variety of

view dependent descriptors. The list of descriptors can be

very long for highly stable 3D points (i.e. points visible

and matchable in many source images). Typically, the de-

scriptor list for such points shows high redundancy, and the

descriptor set can be compressed without loss in registra-

tion performance. Thus we apply mean-shift clustering [3]

to quantize SIFT descriptors belonging to each 3D point,

thereby lowering the memory footprint of the 3D represen-

tation and speeding up matching time. Mean-shift cluster-

ing enables to set a global threshold h (bandwidth) on the

maximally allowed inter-cluster dissimilarity 2h. Hence,

if two feature descriptors have a distance d before mean-

shift clustering, then the distance of the cluster centers is at

most d + 2h. Figure 2 shows image patches of respective

SIFT descriptor and the grouping after mean-shift cluster-

ing. The reduction in memory consumption is significant,

e.g. 1.500.000 SIFT descriptors (≈730 MB) are compressed

to less than 600.000 descriptors (300MB).

Beside the list of corresponding feature descriptors, ev-

ery reconstructed 3D point has an associated scale induced

by the keypoint detector. Under a fronto-parallel surface as-

sumption, the scale found in the image can be extrapolated

to a 3D scale. This 3D scale value is subsequently used

to estimate the size of a 3D feature in synthetic views and

thereby affecting the patch’s visibility. Under the fronto-

parallel surface assumption each descriptor also carries a di-

rectional component pointing towards the camera in which

the descriptor was extracted.

2.2. Synthetic Views

As described in the previous section, the reconstructed

model is represented as a 3D point cloud with associated

scale values and feature descriptors. In addition, the set of

images used to build the model with known orientation is

available. This information allows registration of new views

sufficiently close to the original ones, but in order to be able

to compute the poses for images taken far from the origi-

nally provided set of views we propose the creation of “syn-

thetic” views located at additional positions not covered by

the original images.

Our application is targeted towards localization in urban

environments. Hence we can restrict the placement of syn-

thetic cameras to the “eye-level” plane induced by the orig-

inal views to simplify the problem. Generally, our approach

is not limited to terrestrial camera positions. A more power-

ful descriptor like the VIP features [23] might prove bene-

ficial for registering images captured from significantly dif-

ferent viewpoints (e.g. aerial views). It is sufficient to place

these synthetic cameras uniformely on this plane and we

do not consider any optimal placement strategy (like pro-

posed in [2]). Under the assumption of dominant horizontal

viewing directions, we use 12 for the camera rotation. This

corresponds to a 30◦ rotation between the cameras. The
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2. (a)-(c) The first row of each figure shows image patches belonging to the same triangulated 3D point (track). The patches are

associated to regions where SIFT keys are extracted in each input image. The second row depicts the grouping result after mean-shift

clustering (bandwidth h = 0.22). For track (a) 26 SIFT descriptors are reduced to 4 clusters (26/4), in (b) 13/2 and (c) 11/2.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) A structure from motion point cloud and the raw views/documents (blue camera glyphs for real images and red ones for the

full set of synthetic views). (b) Compressed view/document set with the color coding indicating the associated 3D points.

30◦ are approximately the off image plane rotation that the

SIFT descriptor is robust against [13]. In-plane camera rota-

tions are largely handled by the rotational invariance of the

SIFT descriptor. The intrinsic parameters for the synthetic

views are empirically set to a field of view α and m × n

pixel resolution. Not all generated synthetic views are re-

ally useful. Given the 3D position and the respective scale

of each triangulated point in the sparse model, one can esti-

mate the projected feature size in the synthetic images and

therefore infer the visibility of each 3D point given the set

of visible features. More precisely, a 3D point is poten-

tially visible in a synthetic view, if the following criteria are

met: (i) the projected feature must be in front of the cam-

era and lie within the viewing frustum; (ii) the scale of the

projected 3D feature must be larger or equal to one pixel in

terms of the respective DoG scale space extrema to ensure

detectability; and (iii) the one of the associated descriptors

is extracted from an original image with a sufficiently sim-

ilar viewing direction due to the limited repeatability of the

SIFT descriptor under perspective distortion [13]. For the

viewing angle criterion we set the threshold in the viewing

angle difference to 30◦, which again corresponds to the sta-

bility region of the SIFT descriptor. This criterion acts as

a “face culling” test by removing 3D points oriented away

from the synthetic camera.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between syntheti-

cally generated views and the 3D points visible therein. The

set of 3D points (potentially) visible in a particular synthetic

view represents the document later retrieved through in the

vocabulary tree search and in the subsequent 2D-3D point

correspondence estimation. Analogously, the 3D points tri-

angulated in the original images form “3D documents” with

respect to the original views. Figure 3(a) illustrates this con-

cept by displaying the original views utilized for structure

and motion computation (blue) and the additional synthetic

views generated by uniform sampling (red). In general the

created synthetic views will have a high degree of redun-

dancy especially given the fact that the original views addi-

tionally sample the scene. In the next section we will dis-

cuss a technique to perform a compression of these views

into a representative subset of views covering the scene.

2.3. Compressed Scene Representation

The aim of our compression procedure is to build a com-

pact as well as efficient 3D document database. A reduced

set of documents has two major advantages over utilizing

the full set of real and synthetic views: the signal-to-noise
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ratio for vocabulary tree queries (see Section 3.1) is in-

creased, since it is expected that a reduced document set is

more discriminative for their respective scene content. Fur-

ther, the smaller database size has a positive impact on the

run-time efficiency in general. Hence, we take a different

approach than [20], where visual words voting for a particu-

lar document in the vocabulary tree also support documents

associated with spatially close views.

The overall goal of our proposed compression strategy

is to keep a minimal number of documents while still en-

suring a high probability for successful registration of new

images. Thus, the key question in evaluating a document

summarization is, whether a particular set of documents is

sufficient to determine the pose of admissible images. In

order to reduce the computational complexity of determin-

ing a representative document set, we only consider views

which are subsets of real and synthetic views. Thus, we

do not create new 3D documents during the compression

process. In the following we state these objectives more

precisely.

Let V be an admissible view. The sparse 3D model

projects into this view as a set of putatively visible 2D point

features with associated descriptors. Under the assumptions

for the image resolution (see Section 2.2), only a fraction of

3D points is estimated to be visible due to the correspond-

ing scale of the features. 3D points with a too small scale in

their projection will be discarded besides the features that

are not within the field of view of the camera. We assume

that a view V can be successfully registered by a set of 3D

points P , if a certain number of 3D points from P is visible

in V and has a good spatial distribution in the image. Con-

sider Figure 4: while the number of features is equal in (a)

and (b), the uniform spatial distribution of point features in

(a) can be regarded as more reliable than the one shown in

(b). Hence, we weight the raw number of features (or corre-

spondences) by an estimate for the covered image fraction

yielding an effective feature/correspondences count. This

weighting is utilized for determining the effective number

of correspondences for view registration (Section 3), too.

For the document reduction procedure we require 150

effective 3D points from P to be visible in V (according to

the above-mentioned assumptions on feature repeatability).

For given sets of 3D documents and views a binary ma-

trix can be constructed, which has an entry equal to one,

if the respective document covers the particular view, and

zero otherwise. Since in our setting the 3D documents cor-

respond to combined (real and synthetic) views, this matrix

is square. In order to have every view covered by at least

one document, a document covers its corresponding view

by default. This situation can arise if a particular real image

has only a few extracted features and thus only a few trian-

gulated 3D points are visible at all. The objective is now to

determine a subset of the documents, such that every view

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Coverage of uniformly and (a) non-uniform dis-

tributed image measurements.

is still covered by at least one 3D document. This is an in-

stance of the set cover problem, one of the earliest problems

known to be NP-complete [10]. We use a straightforward

greedy approach [9] to determine a reduced but representa-

tive subset of documents with low time complexity. Algo-

rithm 1 illustrates the greedy algorithm for a given binary

view cover matrix A. The actual implementation employs a

sparse, set-based representation for A.

Algorithm 1: Greedy Set Cover

Input: Binary matrix A ∈ {0, 1}m×n

Output: S ⊆ {1, . . . ,M}

S ← ∅
while A 6= 0 do

i∗ ← arg maxi

∑

j Ai,j

S ← S
⋃

{i∗}
Ai,: ← max(0, Ai,: −Ai∗,j) for all i

end

Algorithm 1 delivers a representative subset of views

needed to cover the 3D scene. This subset can now be de-

ployed for an efficient recognition of the scene context. The

next section will describe our search method.

3. View Registration

Geometric registration of an incoming query imageQ to

the existing 3D database involves finding potentially match-

ing relevant documents, for which we employ a vocabulary

tree with a subsequent geometric verification. This verifica-

tion step simultaneously validates the putative matches and

determines the pose of the query image with respect to the

3D model. If maximal run-time performance is targeted,

3D document retrieval needs to be very precise in order to

avoid costly geometric verification of irrelevant documents.

Thus, we designed a novel scoring function to rank docu-

ments according to the raw votes obtained by the vocabu-

lary tree, and we utilize the computational power of modern

graphics processing units to accelerate several highly data-

parallel steps in the view registration procedure.
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3.1. Vocabulary Tree And Document Scoring

A critical step in the overall approach is to determine

relevant documents that are tested for geometric plausibil-

ity later on. We employ a vocabulary tree approach [15] to

obtain potential matches between query image features and

the keypoint descriptors associated with the 3D documents

in an efficient manner. The utilized tree is a complete tree

with D = 3 levels and K = 50 children for every internal

node. The leaves of the tree correspond to quantized fea-

ture descriptors (visual words) obtained by a hierarchical

K-means clustering procedure. The tree structure allows

the efficient determination of the approximately closest vi-

sual word by K ·D descriptor comparisons.

In our approach we select a different scoring function

than the one proposed in [15] based on the following reason-

ing. Without loss of generality, we assume that the number

|Q| of extracted features in the query image is less or equal

the number of features in the considered document |D|. If

|Q| > |D| the roles of the query image and the documents

can be exchanged by their intrinsic symmetry. Then, if fQ
i

denotes a feature descriptor in the query image Q, and fD
j

denotes the corresponding feature in a matching document

D, i.e. sim(fQ
i , fD

j ) ≥ θ, then there is a (relatively high)

probability, that the corresponding visual words w(fQ
i ) and

w(fD
j ) are the same. Thus, it is expected that both features

fall into the the same leaf node with probability

P
(

w(fQ
i ) = w(fD

j )|Q ≡ D
)

, (1)

where we denote the existence of a true geometric relation

between query image Q and a 3D document D by Q ≡ D.

This probability depends on the actual features, but we as-

sume it has a universal value p1. On the contrary, the visual

word w(fQ
i ) votes for an unrelated document D̄ by pure

coincidence (e.g. due to the lower dimensional discretiza-

tion of the descriptor space), thus we have to estimate the

probability

P
(

w(fQ
i ) = w(f D̄

j )|Q 6≡ D̄
)

. (2)

In this case, we cannot simply assume a universal value for

this probability, since it largely depends on the fraction of

leaf nodes the incorrect document D̄ is participating in. Un-

der the assumption that features vote for unrelated docu-

ments uniformly, the above probability can be estimated as

p̄(D̄) :=
#D̄

#leaves
=

#D̄

KD
, (3)

where #D̄ denotes the number of leaves in which document

D̄ is appearing in the respective inverted files. Further, un-

der the simplifying assumption of feature independence, the

chance of having k votes for a relevant document is given

by a binomial distribution

k ∼ B(|Q|, p1) if Q ≡ D, (4)

and the probability of k votes for an irrelevant document D̄
is

k ∼ B(|Q|, p̄(D̄)) if Q 6≡ D̄. (5)

In order to obtain a suitable score for each document given

an observed number of raw votes, we determine the poste-

rior probability by Bayes’ rule, i.e.

P (#votes = k|Q ≡ D)

P (#votes = k|Q 6≡ D)
. (6)

Of course, in practice the log-likelihood ratio is utilized.

Thus, the score of documents e.g. occupying all leaves

is zero or negative. Note that we did not include incor-

rect votes for a relevant document D in the consideration

above. A simple approximation to include false positive

votes for correct documents is to increase the probability

P
(

w(fQ
i ) = w(fD

j )|Q ≡ D
)

from p1 to p1 + p̄(D). With

this definition of the scoring function a natural tradeoff

between positive evidence for documents based on visual

words and document distinctiveness is achieved.

Determining the visual words for the features extracted

from the query image requires traversal of the vocabulary

tree and a number of comparisons for the query feature with

the node descriptors. Since the features from the query im-

age are handled independently, the tree traversal can be per-

formed in parallel for each feature. Hence, we employ a

CUDA-based approach executed on the GPU for faster de-

termination of the respective visual words. The speed-up

induced by the GPU (about 15 - 20 on a GeForce GTX280

vs. Intel Pentium D 3.2Ghz) approach allows to incorpo-

rate more descriptor comparisons, i.e. a deeper tree with a

smaller branching factor can be replaced by a shallower tree

with a significantly higher number of branches. As pointed

out in [20], a broader tree yields to a more uniform, hence

representative sampling of the high-dimensional descriptor

space.

3.2. Feature Matching and Pose Verification

After the score of 3D documents with respect to a new

query image is determined, the geometric relationship be-

tween the top-ranked documents and the query image needs

to be established. First, the extracted features in the query

image are exhaustively compared with the descriptors as-

sociated with the 3D points in the tested document. Since

exhaustive SIFT descriptor matching essentially requires a

matrix multiplication between large but dense matrices, the

run-time performance can be increased by employing mod-

ern GPUs as well. Our approach to feature matching con-

sists of a call to dense matrix multiplication in the CUBLAS

library with subsequent instructions to apply the distance

ratio test and to report the established correspondences.

If enough putative feature matches are obtained, the ac-

tual pose for the query image needs to be determined (if
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such pose exists at all with respect to the currently consid-

ered document). We distinguish between two scenarios: if

real-time performance is targeted, we assume that the intrin-

sic parameters of the camera are (approximately) known,

hence we can rely on fast RANSAC methods (e.g. [17])

to determine the absolute pose from three point correspon-

dences [5, 7]. If the camera intrinsics (mainly the fo-

cal length) are not known, a 4-point perspective pose ap-

proach [1] simultaneously estimating the pose and the focal

length was recently presented. The major drawback of that

method is the rather low run-time performance to generate

the hypotheses, that makes it not suitable for a RANSAC

procedure. Hence, we discretize a reasonable range for the

focal length and apply the standard 3-point algorithm for

all potential focal length values. The pose/focal length pair

with the highest number of inliers is reported.

4. Results

We evaluate the performance of our proposed view reg-

istration approach on two potential applications. In our first

experiment we perform inside out tracking. Essentially we

match hand-held outdoor videos to a database of known ur-

ban 3D models. Here we target at high frame rates, cali-

brated camera settings are assumed. In the second exper-

iment we take images from online photo collections and

compute the according camera poses with respect to 3D

models of city landmarks.

4.1. Tracking by Recognition

For our first experiment we have reconstructed seven

landmarks of a single city from still images taken with

a standard consumer digital camera. The camera is pre-

calibrated, images are of resolution 3072× 2304 and taken

at wide angle (65.4◦ FOV). In addition, we acquired sev-

eral video sequences of resolution 848 × 480 pixel from

the same locations as the landmark reconstructions. This

data is later used for evaluation. For 3D model reconstruc-

tion 1054 images are processed and 400.000 points trian-

gulated from 1.500.000 SIFT descriptors. After applying

mean-shift clustering, the number of descriptors reduces on

average to 40% of the original size. These value varies

between the seven 3D models, with respect to the scene

complexity and the number of redundant views used in the

reconstruction process. For each 3D model we estimated

an average ground plane and evenly placed synthetic views

with a distance of equivalently 2m in between. At each

grid position we inserted 12 synthetic views with field-of-

view α = 65◦ and resolution 1024 × 1024 pixel (to model

portrait and landscape mode images simultaneously). The

heading between cameras is 30◦, therefore a full panoramic

view at the given position is covered. Since 3D structure is

only expected above the ground plane, the cameras are tilted

Operation time [ms]

SiftGPU 848× 480 33

Vocabulary Tree Traversal K=50 D=3 4

Inverted File Scoring 15

Matching 1600× 2500 SIFT key’s 10× k

RANSAC 3-point (up to 500 samples) 15× k
Table 1. Average timings of our system on a Intel Pentium D

3.2Ghz and a GeForce GTX 280. k is the number of top-ranked

documents geometric verification is applied on.

10◦ towards the positive horizon. The full set of synthetic

and real views contains 11700 documents, which are subse-

quently reduced to 50% by our compression procedure.

We evaluate the view registration performance by mea-

suring the percentage of video frames for which a valid pose

is found after considering the k-th top ranked 3D document

from the vocabulary tree scoring. A pose returned by the

RANSAC procedure is only considered as reliable, if ten

effective correspondences are found. The effective number

of inliers is determined in terms of coverage times the raw

number of inliers. This is a more robust measure than the

standard raw inlier count, since also the spatial distribution

of points is taken into account. Of course, the effective in-

lier number does not reflect a ground truth, but at least in

our experiments we did not find false positives among the

set of registered frames. Critical thresholds in terms of tim-

ings are the maximal number of RANSAC iterations Nmax

and the number of extracted features |Q| in the input image

and 3D document |D|. We set Nmax = 500 (corresponding

to a maximal outlier fraction of ǫ ≈ 0.8 at a 95% confi-

dence level), |Q| = 1600 and |D| = 2500, which results in

execution times of 25ms to test a single 3D document on

average. By using the publicly available SiftGPU1 software

and only testing the first-ranked 3D document from the vo-

cabulary tree scoring, view registration can be done in real

time. Average timings are listed in Table 1. Figures 5(c)

and 5(d) show registration performance for two hand-held

video sequences (V1,V2) with respect to different 3D doc-

ument strategies. Our evaluation includes also a compar-

ison to a pure image based method, with the Five-Point

algorithm[14] used for pose verification (relevant parame-

ters are adjusted to get comparable timings to the 3-point

method). Note, V1 was taken at nearby positions as the

views from model reconstruction, therefore higher recog-

nition rates are achieved than for the more challenging se-

quence V2, that follows a different path approaching the

facades. For both cases, the reduced document set based on

synthetic and real views gives the best registration perfor-

mance. Another 3D model and the registered frames of a

hand-held captured video are depicted in Figure 6.

1http://cs.unc.edu/˜ccwu/siftgpu
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 5. (a),(b) Some sample frames of two video streams V1, V2 acquired with a hand-held camera. V1 was taken close to original camera

position of real views (images from model reconstruction), whereas V2 follows a different path.(c) and (d) show registration performance

measured in terms of percentage of registered views after considering the k-top ranked images from the vocabulary tree scoring for V1

and V2, respectively. Each graph shows: REAL, set of 3D documents formed by views from model reconstruction; SYNTHETIC, synthetic

views; SUMMARY, reduced set of 3D documents computed by scene compression; RELATIVE POSE, image based retrieval with Five-Point

relative pose verification. (e) Side and top view showing registered views from video stream V1(red) and V2(blue), respectively.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 6. (a) Some frames of video sequence V3. (b) Locations

of successfully registered views from sequence V3 (blue) and V4

(red) to the respective 3D model. From sequence V3, 1878 out of

2760 frames are registered after testing the first ranked 3D doc-

ument, 2367/3000 from sequence V4.(c) Side view of registered

poses from sequence V3 by considering the first ten top ranked

3D documents (every tenth frame shown here).

4.2. Community Photo Collections

In our second experiment we apply our view registration

technique to images from the web. Again, calibrated cam-

eras were used and three landmarks of Vienna were recon-

structed from 117, 128 and 622 images, respectively. For

these particular landmarks we gathered a set of images from

the Panoramio website geographically associated with these

places of interest. We select a relevant subset of 266 images,

that have a potential visual overlap with the reconstructed

scenes. To determine the camera poses we use the calibrated

3-point method and exhaustively test ten focal lengths with

respect to a field-of-view range [30◦..90◦]. By using our ap-

proach we are able to efficiently register 165 images from

total 266 by considering up to ten top ranked 3D documents.

Qualitative registration results are shown in Figure 7.

5. Conclusion

We introduced a novel method for image based real-time

scene recognition. The main contributions of the proposed

method are (i) the introduction of synthetic views to allow

better registration of images taken from novel viewpoints,

(ii) an effective document compression procedure for pro-

vided real imagery and the synthetic ones in order to re-

duce the database size, and (iii) a novel scoring function

to rank the documents returned by vocabulary tree queries.

Video-based inside-out tracking for large outdoor environ-

ments can be achieved with real-time performance. The al-

gorithm was tested on a variety of data and showed superior

results compared to existing methods.
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Figure 7. (a) Examples of successfully registered views, and (b) some images that could not be registered (after testing up to 10 top ranked

3D documents) in the database. (c)-(d) Camera poses of registered images to sparse landmark reconstructions of Vienna.
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